and reasoned upon to make statements about the evolving paths taken by particular data elements through the workflow and assertions made about those data elements within the workflow.
Provenance, like other metadata, appears to be rarely actionable or immediately useful for those who are expected to provide it. However, by refactoring and integrating runtime observables generated from retrospective provenance and context information from prospective provenance analysis into hybrid queries, we show how both elements can yield hybrid visualizations that reveal "the plot" of the whole execution. In this way, a comprehensive workflow graph and a customizable data lineage report are made actionable for a workflow run with meaningful provenance artifacts. Queries run on a set of facts extracted from log messages by YesWorkflow after a workflow run, in combination with the facts extracted from the annotated workflow itself, allow for powerful visualizations of the retrospective provenance of a workflow run and of particular data records within a branching workflow.
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